It was recently discovered that for a boundary system in the presence of a background magnetic field, the quantum fluctuation of the vacuum would create a non-uniform magnetization density for the vacuum and a magnetization current is induced in the vacuum [1] . It was also shown that this "magnetic Casimir effect" of the vacuum is closely related to another quantum effect of the vacuum, the Weyl anomaly. Furthermore, the phenomena can be understood in terms of the holography of the boundary system [2] . In this paper, we generalize this four dimensional effect to six dimensions. We use the AdS/BCFT holography to show that in the presence of a 3-form magnetic field strength H, a string current is induced in a six dimensional boundary conformal field theory. This allows us to determine the gauge field contribution to the Weyl anomaly in six dimensional conformal field theory in a H-flux background. For the (2,0) superconformal field theory of N M5-branes, the current has a magnitude proportional to N 3 for large N . This suggests that the degree of freedoms scales as N 3 in the (2,0) superconformal theory of N multiple M5-branes. The prediction we have for the Weyl anomaly is a new criteria that the (2,0) theory should satisfy.
Introduction
The decoupling limit of N coincident M5-branes is given by an interacting (2,0) superconformal theory in 6 dimensions [3] . For a single M5-brane, the low energy theory is known and is given by a free theory of tensor multiplet [4, 5, 6, 7] . The multiple M5-branes theory is much more complicated and it is not expected to have a fundamental in terms of a local Lagrangian description 1 . There exists a number of proposals for the fundamental formulation of the six dimensional (2,0) theory: most notably, these include the Discrete Light-Cone Quantisation definition based on quantum mechanics on the moduli space of instantons [12] , a definition based on deconstruction from four dimensional superconformal, quiver field theories [13] , and the conjecture that the (2,0) theory compactified on a circle is equivalent to the five dimensional maximally supersymmetric Yang-Mills theory [14, 15] . And despite an extensive amount of work on this topic, see e.g. [16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26] , the multiple M5-branes theory remains mysterious. In addition to consistency and symmetry requirement, the fundamental theory, no matter how it is defined, should reproduce properties that are expected of the multiple M5-branes system. For example, it should describe a non-trivial interacting theory of (2,0) superconformal multiplets. It should contain BPS states of self-dual strings which corresponds to boundaries of M2-branes ending on the stack of M5-branes [27, 28] . It should explain the S duality of the N = 4 supersymmetric Yang-Mills theory [29] . It should also make apparent the N 3 entropy behaviour [30] . In particular it should explain whether this is due to novel degrees of freedom of the (2,0) theory or not. One of the motivations of this work has been to add new criteria to the list by uncovering new physical properties of the multiple M5-branes system.
To this end, we recall an useful approach that has been known to work very well in the past is to introduce a boundary to the system. For example, the form of the noncommutative geometry, including the relation between closed string and open string metric, on D-branes worldvolume can be derived by considering open strings ending on the D-branes [31] . Therefore we are motivated to consider a M5-branes system with boundary. The resulting low energy theory is a boundary conformal field theory (BCFT), which is a very interesting class of theories by itself.
Boundary conformal field theory [32, 34] describes the fixed point of renormalization group (RG) flow in boundary quantum field theory and has important applications in quantum field theory, string theory and condensed matter system such as, for example, renormalization group flows and critical phenomena [32] or the topological insulator [33] . For general shape of the boundary, traditional perturbative analysis of BCFT becomes exceedingly complicated. In addition to traditional field theory techniques, see, e.g. [35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42] , the need of a non-perturbative approach using symmetries or dualities is evident. A non-perturbative holographic dual description to BCFT was initiated by Takayanagi in [43] and later developed for general shape of boundary geometry in [44, 45] . The duality has been extensively studied in the literature, with many interesting results obtained. See, for example [46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56] .
The Casimir effect is one of the most well known manifestation of the quantum fluctuation of vacuum in the presence of boundary [57, 58, 59] . Recently the Casimir effects has been analyzed in full generality for arbitrary shape of boundary and for arbitrary spacetime metric. Universal relations between the Casimir coefficients which determine the near boundary behaviour of the renormalized stress tensor and the boundary central charge in a boundary conformal field theory have been discovered [37] . The analysis has also been extended to U (1) current in BCFT [1] . It was found that when an external magnetic field is applied, the vacuum of BCFT will get magnetized and a magnetization current get induced in the vicinity of the boundary. In analogous to the standard Casimir effect which is a manifestation of the mechanical property of the vacuum, this effect is a manifestation of the magnetic property of the quantum vacuum and may be refereed to as a magnetic Casimir effect. The generalization of this effect to higher dimensions was another motivation of this work.
The above described effects for the stress tensor and the U (1) current can be derived from the AdS/BCFT holography [37, 2] . From the field theory point of view, they can also be derived from the Weyl anomaly of the BCFT [37, 1] . Consider a CFT with partition function Z[g µν ] and the effective action
The scaling symmetry of CFT is generally broken due to quantum effects and the breaking is measured by the Weyl anomaly
The metric contribution to the Weyl anomaly is well understood. For example in even dimensions, the bulk part of the Weyl anomaly takes the form [60]
Here E d is the Euler density in d dimensions,
are independent Weyl invariants of weight −d and the subscript j labels the Weyl invariants. The boundary terms of the Weyl anomaly has also been studied and classified recently in [36] . In general, in addition to a nontrivial background metric, one may also turn on a gauge field background and the loops of matter fields will give a Weyl anomaly. For example in 4 dimensions, vector gauge field (Abelian or non-Abelian) is classically conformal and there is a Weyl anomaly [61] T
Here b = β(g)/2g 3 and β(g) is the beta function of the theory S = −1/(4g 2 ) trF 2 . For higher d = 2n even dimensions, a n-form gauge field H is conformal invariant classically. One can expect a background of H-flux will give rises to a Weyl anomaly. However since we do not even know what the higher rank gauge field couple to and how, let alone the quantisation, nothing is known about the possible form of this anomaly. The wish to say something about this Weyl anomaly from background of higher form gauge field has been another major motivation of this work.
That this goal can be achieved follows from the observation in [1] that the gauge part of the Weyl anomaly is intimately related with the induced current, see (23) for 4-dimensions. Similar anomaly-current relation can be straightforwardly established for higher dimensions. In the case of six dimensions where we are interested in, we can introduce a boundary to the CFT and first use AdS/BCFT to compute the induced string current, and then use this result and the anomaly-current relation to determine the gauge field contribution to the Weyl anomaly in 6-dimensional CFT.
The plan of this paper is as follows. In section 2, we first review the phenomena of induced current in 4 dimensions. We then generalize it to six dimensions. We show that the use of symmetries and conservation law of the theory allows us to fix, up to a few numerical coefficients, the form of the one point function of a conserved current in the presence of a background of 3-form flux. In section 3, we use AdS/BCFT holography to determine the form of the induced current. The result is consistent with the form obtained by the field theory analysis. In section 4, we generalize the relation between Weyl anomaly and the conserved current to six dimensional BCFT. Using this relation and the result of the induced current from AdS/BCFT as input, we obtain the contribution of the 3-form field strength to the Weyl anomaly in six dimensional CFT. For the system of maximal (2,0) supersymmetric multiple N M5-branes, the current and the Weyl anomaly are found to be proportional to N 3 2 . This provides some evidence that the fundamental degree of freedoms of the (2,0) theory of N M5-branes scales like N 3 .
2 The N 3 dependence has also been found for the Conformal anomaly in the Coulomb branch of the (2, 0) theory by relating the Coulomb branch interactions in six dimensions to interactions in four dimensions using supersymmetry [62, 63] .
Boundary String Current
Consider a boundary conformal field theory (BCFT) defined on a manifold M with boundary P . In [1] , we have shown that for 4-dimensions, the vacuum expectation value of the renormalized current J µ has the asymptotic expansion near the boundary at x = 0,
when a background gauge field strength F µν is turned on. Here · · · denotes terms that are less singular. It was shown that the current (4) is related to the Weyl anomaly (3) and the coefficient α 1 is completely determined in terms of the beta function of the theory. It was also understood that the current (4) is a consequence of the magnetization of the vacuum which arises from the quantum fluctuation of the vacuum in the presence of the boundary.
Here we are interested in generalizing this phenomena of near boundary current to higher dimensional BCFT in the presence of a higher form gauge field background.
Let us consider a 6-dimensional BCFT with gauge symmetry defined on a manifold M . Yang-Mills gauge field is not conformal invariant in six dimensions, instead a 2-form gauge field B µν is. For simplicity, we consider Abelian gauge field here. The 2-form gauge potential is naturally coupled to the worldsheet Σ of a string with the minimal coupling
where
is a two-form string current that arises from the motion of the string and λ is the string charge density. Next let us introduce a boundary P = ∂M . This breaks the bulk conformal symmetry and the one point function of the current can become nontrivial now. As the current J µν has a mass dimension 4, the vacuum expectation value of the renormalized current generally takes the form
near the boundary. Here we have used gauge invariance and the conservation law
to rule out terms like J
µν /x 4 , J
µν /x 3 , J
µν /x 2 . In (7), · · · denotes terms that are regular at x = 0, and J 
where H µνλ , n µ , D µ , k µν are respectively the background 3-form field strength, normal vector to the boundary, induced covariant derivative and the extrinsic curvature of the boundary. The coefficients α i are arbitrary and contain important physical information of the theory. In [1] it was shown that, for four dimensions, the near boundary asymptotic form of the standard current J µ is completely determined by the background field strength of the Weyl anomaly. It was also shown in [2] that the near boundary current can also be determined using the AdS/BCFT holography. For six dimensions, the background gauge field part of the Weyl anomaly is unknown. Therefore let us proceed first with the holographic analysis and determine the near boundary current using boundary holography.
Holographic Boundary Current
Holographic dual of BCFT was originally introduced by Takayanagi [43] . The idea is to extend the d dimensional manifold M to a (d + 1)-dimensional asymptotically AdS space N such that ∂N = M ∪ Q, where Q is a d dimensional manifold with boundary ∂Q = ∂M = P . For 6-dimensional BCFT, we include a 2-form potential B in the bulk whose boundary value is dual to the string current J µν , the holographic dual of the BCFT is described by the gravitational action
Here G N is the Newton constant in 7 dimensions and H = dB. B is the bulk gauge field whose boundary value is given by the gauge field B on the boundary M . The bulk indices are denoted by the capital Roman letters L, M, N = 0, 1, · · · , 6 and the indices of the 6-dimensional manifolds M and Q are denoted by Greek letters µ, ν etc. It should be clear from the context whether we are refering to the manifold M or Q. As in standard AdS/CFT correspondence, the field B µν is completely arbitrary and does not need to satisfy any equation of motion. The constant parameter T is a measure of the boundary degree of freedom of the BCFT. The holographic dual (10) is defined once the shape of N is known. As N is of codimension one, the location of Q is determined by a single function. A consistent model of holographic BCFT was found by considering a mixed BC on Q and the following trace condition [44, 45] 
was obtained. The employment of a mixed BC is a reasonable assumption if one think of Q as a brane and then there should be a single embedding equation for it 3 . In addition, we impose a Neumann boundary condition for the gauge field,
Here n Q is the inward-pointing normal vector on Q, the beginning Greek letters α, β etc denote indices on Q, and Π is the projection operator which gives the vector field and metric on Q:
We note that [37] the manifold N is actually singular since the normal of N is discontinuous at the junction P . Due to this discontinuity, an expansion in small z in the form of Fefferman-Graham (FG) asymptotic expansion [64] would not be sufficient, and one needs to have a full analytic control of the metric near P , i.e. near z = 0 = x. The need of a non-FG expanded bulk metric was already anticipated in [47] . The general form of this non-FG expanded bulk metric that is analytic near P was successfully constructed in [37] by considering an expansion in small exterior curvature of the boundary surface P . Moreover it was found that by using the non-FG expansion of the metric in the bulk, the tensor embedding equation
for Q as proposed originally by Takayanagai [43] is also consistent [37] : with the tensor model (13) considered as a special case of the scalar model (11) . Now back to our system. Let us denote the 7-dimensional bulk indices by S = (z, µ), and the 6-dimensional field theory indices by µ = (x, a) with a = 0, 1, · · · , 4. For simplicity, let us consider the case of a flat half space x ≥ 0. The bulk metric reads
where R is the AdS 7 radius. In this case, (13) reduces to (11) , and Q is given by [43] 
where we have re-parametrized T = 5 R tanh ρ R
. As for the solution for the vector field, we will consider the situation of having a constant field strength in the BCFT. Due to the planar symmetry of the boundary, we consider B M N that depends only on the coordinates z and x. The field equations ∇ L H LM N = 0 can be solved with non-vanishing components B za = B za (z), B xa = B xa (x), B ab = B ab (z, x), and with B ab satisfying,
To solve this, let us take the ansatz
where f n (0) = 1 so that B ab reduces to the gauge field B ab at the AdS boundary z = 0.
Here the constants B (n)
ab 's are the expansion coefficients of B ab about the boundary x = 0:
Considering the case of a constant field strength H xab in BCFT. In this case, we have a non-vanishing B
(1)
ab given by B (1) ab = H xab (19) and the equation of motion (16) 
This give rises to the non-vanishing components
for the bulk field strength. From the gravitational action (10), one then derive the holographic current
where b = − R 5 16πG N is a constant. It is remarkable that the current (22) is independent of the parameter T , showing that the boundary current in 6d BCFT is independent of boundary conditions.
Quantum Field Theory Implication
Recall that for 4-dimensional BCFT, the following relation can be established [1] (
Here > 0 is a UV regulator and M is the regulated manifold with x ≥ . The relation (23) relates the boundary term of the variation of the Weyl anomaly under an arbitrary variation of the vector gauge field δA µ with the coefficient of the logarithmic divergent term of the regulated integral on the right hand side. In general the Weyl anomaly can be computed from the quantum effects of matter loops on the path integral with external gauge fields. The relation (23) then allows one to determine the form of the current [1] (and also the stress tensor [37] ) near the boundary. Vice versa, one may also use the current as determined by holography as input and use it to determine the Weyl anomaly.
The results are of course all consistent with each other.
In higher dimensions, the gauge field contribution to the Weyl anomaly is unknown. Nevertheless, even without any knowledge of the path integral or how the higher rank gauge field, one can easily generalize the analysis of [1] and establish a similar relation (23) between the Weyl anomaly and the boundary current. couples to the other fields of the system. To be concrete, let us consider d = 6. In this case, we have the relation
For completeness, we give a proof of (24) in the appendix of the paper. Using the holographic result (22) , and if the field strength H is not self-dual or anti self-dual. one can verify that (23) is satisfied with A given by
Note that one can also use the AdS/BCFT to compute the holographic stress tensor and the Weyl anomaly [44, 45] . The same result is obtained. This is our prediction for the form of the gauge field contribution in the Weyl anomaly in 6d CFT with tensor gauge field.
A particularly interesting setting where a tensor gauge potential B µν appears is in the theory of multiple M5-branes. The maximal supersymmetric M5-brane has (2,0) supersymmetry and admits a self dual tensor multiplet with a self-dual gauge potential B µν . For this theory, we can work out the value of b in the current (25) . The holographic dual of a system of N coincident M5-branes is given by M-theory on the AdS 7 × S 4 background with a constant 4-form field strength and the metric
where R = R/2, R = 2(πN ) 1/3 l 11 and l 11 is the 11-dimensional Planck length. Since the 7-dimensional Newton G N = G , we obtain
The tensor multiplet obeys a nonlinear self-duality relation [65] and the anomaly (25) is non-trivial. We note that in 4-dimensions, the coefficient b is given by the beta function of the theory and is proportional to the number of degree of freedom that couple to the U (1) gauge field. Here we expect that b to be proportional to the degrees of freedom that couple to the 2-form gauge field. Our result (27) suggests that the number of degree of freedom in the (2,0) theory is proportional to N 3 for large N . We note that a factor of N 3 also appear in the entropy of a system of coincident near extremal black 5-branes solution [30] . However we emphasis that the associated physical mechanism is different: here there is no horizon in the geometry and a different observable, a conserved current, is considered.
We remark that in 4-dimensions, the induced current and the Weyl anomaly came from the quantum loop effects of matter fields coupled to the external gauge field background. The current (22) and the Weyl-anomaly (25) for 6-dimensions should have a similar origin. Note that there is no obvious way to couple a point particle to a tensor gauge field B µν in 6-dimensions. However there is a natural way to couple B to a string. To see this, let us recall that in 4-dimensions, the coupling of matter field to external gauge field A µ can be obtained by gauging the global symmetry of the theory. For example, the U (1) gauge symmetry of a Dirac fermion field
gives rise to the covariant derivative D µ ψ = (∂ µ − iA µ )ψ and the current J µ =ψγ µ ψ. In the same way there is a natural way to construct a covariant derivative for a tensor gauge potential if it is represented on a functional Ψ(C) of string/loop. First we define the loop derivative
where δσ µν is the infinitesimal area element caused by the infinitesimal change in the loop. The derivative exists whenever the limit is well defined. ∂ µν is antisymmetric in the indices µ, ν. In general, an arbitrary change in the phase of the string functional takes the form
where α = α µ dx µ is an arbitrary 1-form. It is easy to check that the derivative defined by
transforms covariantly if B µν transforms as
Using the covariant derivative (31), the invariant Lagrangian L =Ψγ µν D µν Ψ then gives the current J µν =Ψγ µν Ψ. Our prediction is that the Weyl anomaly (25) would arise from the effective action of the string field theory coupled to an external 3-form flux background. We leave this problem to future work.
A Derivation of Key Relation (24)
Consider a BQFT with a well defined effective action. The integrated Weyl anomaly A [66]
can be obtained as the coefficient of the logarithmic UV divergent term of the expectation value of the effective action,
where · · · denotes terms which are UV divergent in powers of the UV cutoff 1/ , and I finite is the renormalized, UV finite part of the effective action. To derive this result, let us consider a constant Weyl transformation g µν → exp(2ω)g µν . Under this transformation, the UV cutoff transforms as → exp(ω) and the variation of effective action (34) becomes
where we have used δ ω A = 0 and
. On the other hand, by definition we have
whereT µν is the non-renormalized stress tensor. We use the hatted symbol (e.g.T µν ) to denote non-renormalized quantity and un-hatted symbol (e.g. T µν ) to denote renormalized quantity. SeparatingT µν g µν into the renormalized UV finite part T µν g µν and divergent part, we have
Comparing the finite part of (35) and (37), we obtain the expression (33) for A and hence our claim. Now we are ready to prove the result (23) quoted in the main text of the paper. As in [1] , let us regulate the effective action by excluding from its volume integration a small strip of geodesic distance from the boundary. Then there is no explicit boundary divergences in this form of the effective action, however there are boundary divergences implicit in the bulk effective action which is integrated up to distance . The variation of effective action with respect to the 2-form potential is given by
is the non-renormalized bulk current. The renormalized bulk current is defined by the difference of the non-renormalized bulk current against a reference one [67] :
whereĴ µν 0 is the non-renormalized current defined for the same CFT without boundary. It is
where I 0 is the effective action of the CFT with the boundary removed, hence the integration over the region x ≥ . Subtract (40) from (38) and focus on only the logarithmically divergent terms, we obtain our key formula
where (δA) ∂M is the boundary terms in the variations of Weyl anomaly and J µ is the renormalized bulk current. In the above derivations, we have used the fact that δI and δI 0 have the same bulk variation of Weyl anomaly so that (δA) ∂M = (δI − δI 0 ) log(1/ ) .
B Holographic Weyl anomaly
In this appendix, we investigate the holographic Weyl anomaly for 6d CFT. Since we are interested in the bulk Weyl anomaly (25) which is irrelevant to the boundary, we focus on the case without boundary. For simplicity, we focus on the flat space. Then all the curvatures vanish and only the field strength H ijk contribute to Weyl anomaly. According to [68] , holographic Weyl anomaly can be obtained as the UV logarithmic divergent terms of the gravitational action (10)
In FG gauge, we have
whereĝ µν = g µν + z 2 g
µν + z 4 g
µν + · · · . Since we focus on flat space g µν = η µν , we have g (2) µν = 0 [68, 69] . According to [70] , g (4) µν and higher order terms in the expansions of g µν do not contribute to holographic Weyl anomaly for 6d CFT. Thus, we can setĝ µν = η µν in the following derivations. Similar to FG gauge (44) for the bulk metric, we take the following gauge for bulk gauge field B zµ = 0, B µν = B µν + z 2 B
µν + · · ·
where B µν is the background gauge field for 6d CFT.
Substituting (44), (45), together withĝ µν = η µν into the action (43), we obtain the logarithmic divergent term as
where · · · denote power law divergent terms and regular terms. From (46), we can read off the holographic Weyl anomaly
with b = − R 5 16πG N . This holographic Weyl anomaly agrees precisely with that obtained in (25) .
